
CLASS SUPPLY LIST
BEGONIA DRAWSTRING BAG

Saturday, April 17, 2021
Mary Stipanovich, Instructor
850-545-2586 or email sydais214@gmail.com
Sewing Experience:  Perfect for a Beginner

Pattern:  Begonia Drawstring Backpack by Blue Calla Sewing Patterns
To purchase and download  pattern go to:
https://bluecallapatterns.com/collections/sewing-patterns/products/begonia-drawst
ring-backpack-pdf-sewing-pattern

Supplies:
Fabric: ½ yard for exterior - select quilt weight cotton

¾ yard for lining - select quilt weight cotton
Note: The exterior  front upper panel and the exterior front lower panel measures 14”
x 6”.  I mention this if you want the front upper panel or front lower panel to be a
coordinating fabric.  If you want another coordinating fabric for the exterior  back, you
will need a piece that is 14” x 12-¼”.
If you want it all the same, just get ½ yard for your exterior fabric.
Lining fabric requires a bit more - ¾ yard.  This looks good in a coordinating fabric.
Cork for the Bottom: You need two pieces that measure 15” x 5”.  You can substitute
vinyl for the cork.
Interfacing: 2 yds of woven fusible interfacing - Shapeflex (Pellon SF101) or use
Wovenfuse, a woven interfacing similar to Shapeflex that is 45”wide.
Zipper: Select a #4.5 or #5 handbag zipper that is 12” or longer with a double slide
If not sure, I will have zippers by the yard and zipper slides for you.
Other Supplies:
Double side adhesive tape such as Wonder Tape - useful for zipper installation
Pins and wonder clips
Needle: 80/12 or 90/14 ( I will bring needles)
Thread: Polyester - 40wt count - Mettler - Ask the Bernina Ladies.   Choose color to
match your topstitching.
Rotary cutter and cutting mat
Small iron and pressing mat is helpful
Machine Feet: zipper foot, a ¼” foot or a general purpose foot
Other supplies: seam ripper, scissors, snips, rulers, etc.  Or any sewing notion you
think you may need.
That’s it.   It’s  an easy bag to put together.  I think you will be proud and happy with
the finished result.   I’ll bring all necessary sewing notions to help you if you are
missing something.   I’m looking forward to helping you make this bag!
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Class registration policy: All classes must be paid for at the time of registration.  If a class is
cancelled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the class fee will be refunded.  Any
cancellation must be made at least 72 hours in advance to receive a refund.  Teachers need time
to prepare class handouts and supplies.  Please register early as possible to ensure your
place and to avoid disappointment.  Please have working knowledge of your machine
as the educator will not have time to instruct on the use of your machine.

Call, text or email me with any questions.   Mary Stipanovich 850-545-2586 or email
at sydais214@gmail.com.
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